
ON INSTRUCTION OF 

 
ONLINE AUCTION OF CONTRACTORS TOOLS & EQUIPMENT 
Bidding Commences at 8am on Wednesday 18th September 
And closes from 12 noon on Thursday 19th September 2019 

 
A Buyers’ Premium of 11% plus VAT will be added to the hammer price of all lots 

VAT will be added to the hammer price of all lots 
 
v3001  Ebac BD150 dehumidifier MA1180879 
v3002  Rhino turbo fan  MA1241124 
v3003  Rhino turbo fan  MA1131559 
v3004  Rhino turbo fan  MA1412203 
v3005  2 Master fans  MA0332853 
v3006  2 Master fans  MA1015037 
v3007  Cable reel  MA1447234 
v3008  Cable reel  MA1415459 
v3009  Cable reel  MA1360911 
v3010  Cable reel  MA1265442 
v3011  Cable reel  MA1149604 
v3012  Husqvarna 135R strimmer  MA1141670 
v3013  Makita strimmer MA1150377 
v3014  Petrol turf cutter  CR002569 
v3015  Petrol turf cutter  ITC01564 
v3016  Makita strimmer MA1160044 
v3017  Plasterboard trolley  MA0261608 
v3018  3 Exin lights  MA1243069 
v3019  3 Exin lights  MA1187139 
v3020  3 Gree air conditioning units MA1132139 
v3021  2 Master air conditioning units  MA0326376 
v3022  2 Gree air conditioning units MA1132142 
v3023  2 Gree air conditioning units MA1131936 
v3024  Drieaz 1200EB dehumidifier  MA1173419 
v3025  Kroll dehumidifier  200040N0717 
v3026  Karcher vacuum 
v3027  Karcher vacuum  MA0366598 
v3028  Numatic vacuum  MA1233232 
v3029  Numatic vacuum  SNN1618 
v3030  Husqvarna K760 oilguard cut off saw  MA1055398 
v3031  Husqvarna K760 oilguard cut off saw  WLCB116325 
v3032  Stihl TS410 cut off saw  MA1227488 
v3033  Stihl TS410 cut off saw  MA1221868 
v3036  Hilti TE80AVR breaker  MA0084400 
v3037  Bosch GSB 19-2 RF drill  MA1288472 
v3038  Plaster board trolley  MA0430737 
v3039  Bottle trolley  798408 
v3040  Belle plate compactor  MA1241325 
v3041  Pramac pressure washer MA0324144 



v3042  Pramac pressure washer  MA1149299 
v3043  Hilta pressure washer  MA1222484 
v3044  Husqvarna FS400LV road saw  MA0272224 
v3045  Husqvarna FS400LV road saw  MA0145599 
v3046  Belle minimix 150 110v  WLCB08M64A0046 
v3047  Belle minimix 150 petrol  WLC015281 
v3048  Wacker Neuson DPU 2540H reversing plate  5400126 
v3049  Wacker Neuson DPU 2540H reversing plate  MA0135252 
v3050  Wacker Neuson DPU 2540H reversing plate  MA1092179 
v3051  Plaster board trolley  MA1149975 
v3052  Hilti DD150U diamond drill  MA0260995 
v3053  3 sub pumps  MA1281484 
v3054  Wilms KT300 dehumidifier  M0006725 
v3055  Belle plate compactor  WLCB08LC32131064 
v3056  Atlas Copco Cobra TT breaker  Lu0000071 
v3057  Atlas Copco Cobra TT breaker  DR005242 
v3058  Stephill SE4000DLES 4kva diesel generator MA1132833 
v3059  165/UK eco petrol weldergen MA0317310 
v3060  165/UK Eco petrol weldergen with welding leads  MA1320420 
v3061  Milwaukee M18CPD cordless drill  E0400517118CPD 
v3062  Milwaukee PLH20 hammer drill  C1105935PLH20 
v3063  Milwaukee K500S breaker  MA1137979 
v3064  Husqvarna 327RJ strimmer  MA0413922 
v3065  Husqvarna 135R strimmer  MA1106975 
v3066  Husqvarna 135R strimmer  MA0426275 
v3067  Husqvarna 135R strimmer   
v3068  Makita brush cutter  MA1160045 
v3069  Makita brush cutter  MA1158855 
v3070  2 Milwaukee cordless drills & Milwaukee cordless reciprocating saw  MA1293533 
v3071  3 Milwaukee cordless drills  MA1177039 
v3072  Hilti DD11-D diamond drill MA0275700 
v3073  Probst kerb lifter  A100599 
v3074  Plasterboard trolley  MA1321199 
v3086  Plaster board trolley  C112776 
v3097  Plaster board trolley  F103399 
v3107  Wacker hi frequency poker   MA010874 
v3109  Plaster board trolley  C118098 
v3111  Karcher floor cleaner  MA1006457 
v3112  Diaphragm pump  PE72035 
v3113  Wacker Neuson upright rammer  MA0073548 
v3114  SPE MF330 floor tile lifter  MA1250136 
v3115  SPE DFG 400-5 floor grinder  MA0308264 
v3116  Belle plate compactor  B11LC32130056 
v3117  Petrol pdu  180540N1006 
v3118  JCB hydraulic pack and gun  MA0047973 
v3119  Husqvarna FS400LV road saw  MA0104895 
v3120  Karcher floor sweeper  MA1232158 
v3121  Karcher floor sweeper  MA1183916 
v3122  Makita BHX2501 blower  MA1161638 
v3123  Makita LS1013 mitre saw  RAS72328 



v3124  Makita LS1013 mitre saw  S15P200706 
v3125  2 scaffold pulleys  MA1280788 
v3126  Cam lock clamp  E118913 
v3127  3 green pin pulleys  L0001776 
v3128  Plaster board trolley MA1226187 
v3129  8 RCD 240v splitter boxes  MA1130492 
v3130  8 RCD 240v splitter boxes  MA1221122755 
v3131  Ridgid pipe stand  170401H 
v3132  110v junction boxes  MA1403088 
v3133  3 no 5kva transformers  MA1363019 
v3134  2 no 5kva transformers  MA1253179 
v3135  2 no 5kva transformers  R40018622 
v3136  2 no 3kva transformers  MA0096076 
v3137  2 no 3kva transformers  R40037938 
v3138  2 no 3kva transformers  MA1270641 
v3139  2 no 3kva transformers  X090626 
v3140  4 soil picks  MA0316093 
v3141  3 air impact wrenches  MA0426205 
v3142  4 air scabblers  X0011048 
v3143  4 air scabblers  MA0423128 
v3144  Pole scabbler  MA084964 
v3145  3 air breakers  190012E10073 
v3146  3 air breakers  MA0158892 
v3147  3 air breakers  MA0294171 
v3148  4 air breakers  MA0232907 
v3149  2 pipe stands  170401H 
v3150  Lifting clutches and manhole keys  MA1165185 
v3151  Plasterboard trolley  MA1151114 
v3152  3 Probst vacuum pads  MA1246172 
v3153  Quantity of beam clamps  MA0245376 
v3154  Quantity of girder trollies  MA1040299 
v3155  Overhead cable warning poles and bases  MA21335318 
v3156  Fire trollies  MA1146587 
v3157  Atlas Copco hydraulic pack and gun  MA1054345 
v3158  Atlas Copco hydraulic pack and gun  C07BGF034347 
v3159  Belle petrol minimx 150  MA0130264 
v3160  Belle 110v minimx 150  MA0116190 
v3161  Plasterboard trolley  MA0167531 
v3162  Belle MS350 tile saw  MA0248335 
v3163  4 wheel goods trolley  3089645 
v3164  Quantity of chain hoists  MA1225905 
v3165  Quantity of lever hoists  MA0429329 
v3166  9 Tiger beam clamps  MA0412995 
v3167  Record pipe vices  170530 
v3168  5 tonne toe jack  NEC0009 
v3169  4 floor clamps  120050H 
v3170  Quantity of hawser wire and ropes  MA1026753 
v3171  Hydraulic oil pump and 2 jacks  MA0157866 
v3172  Cable pulley  MA0426123 
v3173  3 Camlok lifting clamps  SPC0020A 



v3174  Handyman Super vacuum lift  MA0333142 
v3175  Site box  MA0169973 
v3176  Site box  081830405004 
v3177  6 Probst vacuum pads  MA1275498 
v3178  2 cable pulling winches  MA0242801 
v3179  Pop up safety frame  MA0266316 
v3180  Skip bucket  MA1163632 
v3181  Quantity of bow shackles  D102118 
v3182  Lifting chains  DML0002 
v3183  Lifting chains  C109015 
v3184  2 Makita angle grinders, 1 Makita right angle drill  MA1112691 
v3185  Milwaukee breaker  WLCB0995543750 
v3186  Large beam clamp  ABBC0123 
v3187  3 tonne girder trolley  MA0212167 
v3188  Quantity of Genie fork extensions and pipe cradles  MA1120178 
v3189  Imer ET200N winch  MA1302715 
v3190  GIS electric chain hoist  C111085 
v3191  Plaster board trolley  MA0111114 
v3192  Wacker Neuson DPU 2540H reversing plate  EL70564 
v3193  Wacker Neuson DPU 2540H reversing plate  180101W000494D 
v3194  Hydraulic machine trolley skate  A127249 
v3195  Hydraulic machine trolley skate   
v3196  Wacker Neuson plate compactor MA1016648D 
v3197  Belle plate compactor  MA1016767 
v3198  Wacker Neuson plate compactor  MA0343116 
v3199  Belle plate compactor  C06LC32130088 
v3200  Probst vacuum slab lifter  E102790 
v3201  Honda petrol generator  GEN00180 
v3202  4 leg lifting chain  MA1399075 
v3203  Husqvarna 135R strimmer  MA0150177 
v3204  2 cable reel stands  LVLB0023 
v3205  2 Checkmate winches  MA0368846 
v3206  2 Master fans  MA1019994 
v3207  Hilti TE1000AVR breaker  MA0248564 
v3208  Hilti TE80 breaker MA0120584 
v3209  Hilti TE80ATC breaker  MA0085732 
v3210  Hilti breaker spares 
v3211  Festoon lighting  MA1427165 
v3212  3 porta gantry rollers  L0006843 
v3213  Hilti DCG 230D diamond cutter  MA0425621 
v3214  Plaster board trolley  C114209 
v3215  Makita LF1000 mitre saw  SZ70012 
v3216  Makita LF1000 mitre saw  SZ71739 
v3217  Hilti vacuum  MA0424750 
v3218  Milwaukee PLH20 breaker  WLCA1203932 
v3219  Belle minimix 150 240v  CF70012 
v3220  2 no 5kva transformers  MA0328851 
v3221  2 Makita angle grinders  MA0416718 
v3222  Milwaukee cordless jig saw  WLCA1210674 
v3223  Milwaukee SSPE 1500X reciprocating saw  B1101701500 



v3224  Argen Weldmaker 150SP  WWU70048 
v3225  Weldbaby 165 040177E10056 
v3226  Newarc RT2000 welder  MA0224223 
v3227  Mastertig MLS 3500 welder  771101 
v3228  Mastertig MLS 3500 welder  779560 
v3229  Lincoln 305C Powertec welder  MA0231996 
v3230  Milwaukee cordless hammer drill  C041305118HX 
v3231  Kompress hydraulic crimping tool  170600N0059 
v3232  Cembre hydraulic crimping tool  MA1265428 
v3233  Rothenberger Rofrost pipe feeezing clamps  170250413010 
v3234  Board trolley  MA0148407 
v3235  Lincoln Electric 305C Powertec welder  MA0231995 
v3236  Lincoln Electric 305C Powertec welder  MA0249132 
v3238  Fume extractor 
v3239  Ridgid 1233 pipe threader  MA1032396 
v3240  Belle plate compactor  WLCB08LC32131025 
v3241  10kva site transformer  MA0080983 
v3242  5 beam clamps  MA1316248 
v3243  2 no 5kva transformers  MA1046856 
v3244  2 no 5kva transformers  MA1287288 
v3245  2 no 5kva transformers  MA1048080 
v3246  2 no 5kva transformers  MA1282763 
v3247  Hilti TE80 breaker MA0081069 
v3248  4 Milwaukee angle grinders  MA1137440 
v3249  2 Arbortech AS170 brick saws  MA0317904 
v3250  5 Ridgid threaders 
v3251  6 sub pumps  MA1054964 
v3252  2 Milwaukee HD18JS cordless jig saws  B111061118JS 
v3253  2 Milwaukee HD18JS cordless jig saws  MA1267974 
v3254  Milwaukee HD28SX cordless reciprocating saw  MA1177056 
v3255  4 Milwaukee angle grinders  MA1173806 
v3256  Board trolley MA1018314 
v3257  2 Gree air conditioners MA1132138 
v3258  2 petrol generators  MA0324242 
v3259  Pramac petrol generator  MA0408164 
v3260  Pramac petrol generator  MA0353204 
v3261  Pramac petrol generator  MA0257241 
v3262  Pramac petrol generator  MA0226055 
v3263  Stephill petrol generator  MA0391929 
v3264  Stephill petrol generator  MA0295044 
v3265  Stephill petrol generator  MA0391930 
v3266  Wacker WP1550 petrol plate  MA0212426 
v3267  Belle FC40105 petrol plate WLCB08FC4010E0933 
v3268  JCB hydraulic hose & gun MA0112487 
v3269  SPEBEF200-1 floor grinder MA0314894 
v3270  8 Paslode cases  MA1267875 
v3271  500kg electric chain hoist MA0134254 
v3272  4 Hilti batteries 
v3273  Karcher HD4-9P washer MA1244622 
v3274  Air breaker 



v3275  Milwaukee HD18JS cordless jig saw  B1110621118JS 
v3276  2 Milwaukee recipricating saw 
v3277   Milwaukee reciprocating saws  B11001221500 
v3278  Board trolley MA1141968 
v3279  Hilti Makita & Milwaukee cases  MA0141996 
v3280  3 boxes of various filters  
v3281  5 Milwaukee angle grinders MA1137446 
v3282  Large quantity of various filters 
v3283  Large quantity of various filters 
v3284  Husqvaran K1260 cut off saw  MA0407442 
v3285  Husqvarna K760 oil guard cut off saw  WLCB072700350 
v3286  Husqvarna K760 cut off saw  MA1029248 
v3287  Husqvarna K760 cut off saw  MA1020703 
v3288  Husqvarna K760 cut off saw  MA1107075 
v3289  Husqvarna K760 cut off saw  MA0333663 
v3296  3 Milwaukee hammer drills MA1010744 
v3297  2 Milwaukee AGV22230 angle grinders MA1149836 
v3298  Board trolley MA0086850 
v3299  2 Husqvarna 135R strimmers  MA0246955 
v3300  Husqvarna 226HD60S hedge trimmer  MA0414193 
v3301  Belle plaster mixer  MA1289416 
v3302  Evolution chop saw  MA1131729 
v3303  Milwaukee MS305DB mitre saw  WLCA1201959 
v3304  Cobra breaker CR005248 
v3305  Belle mini mix 150 petrol WLCB08M66A0079 
v3306  Belle mini mix 150 110v  MA0417188 
v3307  Hilti diamond drill and stand 100072S100024 
v3308  2 petrol generators  MA0097888 
v3309  SDMO petrol generator MA0408840 
v3310  JCB hydraulic pack hose & gun MA0113367 
v3311  JCB hydraulic pack hose & gun MA0052473 
v3312  Thwaites wiring loom 
v3313  2 Gree air conditioners  MA1122975 
v3314  3 Milwaukee hammer drills  MA1024914 
v3315  Milwaukee cordless drill  D0803734418CPD 
v3316  2 Makita BHR200 cordless hammer drills  MA0053574 
v3317  2 Milwaukee impact drivers  WLCA1232311 
v3318  Camon C50I petrol chipper MA1188405 
v3319  Belle petrol plate compactor  LWCB10LC32130201 
v3320  Belle petrol plate compactor  MA0418530 
v3321  Belle petrol plate compactor  MA0150550 
v3322  Belle petrol plate compactor  C09LC32130244 
v3323  Wacker WP1030 petrol plate  MA0138720 
v3324  2 Pramac petrol generators  MA1106530 
v3325  2 Pramac petrol generators  MA0115025 
v3326  Pramac petrol generator MA0419842 
v3327  Pramac petrol generator  MA0305629 
v3328  SDMO petrol generator  MA0323850 
v3329  Stephill petrol generator  MA0412624 
v3330  Stephill 4kva diesel generator MA0251628 



v3331  Belle minimxi 150 110v  WLCB10M64A0073 
v3332  Belle minimix 150 petrol WLCB08M66A0093 
v3333  Husqvarna FS400LV petrol road saw MA0306810 
v3334  Karcher HDS610C steam cleaner  MA0290759 
v3335  4 gas torches  MA1451629 
v3336  Various spares 
v3337  Atlas Copco hydraulic pack hose & gun  MA0417700 
v3338  Evolution chop saw MA0235187 
v3339  2 Milwaukee AGV22230 angle grinders  D0902491AGV22 
v3340  Box of electric cable 
v3341  2 transformers  C12TRANS357 
v3342  Ridgid spares 
v3347  Husqvarna K760 cut off saw  MA1111407 
v3351  4 Makita tools  JA72731 
v3352  2 bags of bolts 
v3353  3 pallet trucks  MA1149535 
v3354  Pramac petrol generator MA0273505 
v3355  Milwaukee reciprocating saw  WLCB06002515500 
v3356  Milwaukee reciprocating saw  WLCB06000631500 
v3357  Milwaukee DD2160XE core drill WLCB06767362160 
v3358  5kva transformer  MA1244564 
v3359  2 no 3kva transformers  C12TRANS3509 
v3360  2 no 3kva transformers  MA1033916 
v3361  2 no 3kva transformers  MA1088168 
v3362  2 no 3kva transformers  MA1279297 
v3363  2 no 3kva transformers  MA0432304 
v3364  2 no 3kva transformers  MA1087750 
v3365  Ultra medic stretcher  MS200026 
v3366  Wacker Neuson upright rammer MA0222058 
v3367  Symphony air cooler MA1188307 
v3368  2 hi frequency pokers  MA0330056 
v3369  Girder trolley & 2 lever hoists AGT0170 
v3370  10kva site transformer  MA0386712 
v3371  Fuel transfer pump MA1401556 
v3372  Milwaukee 750S breaker B1117035750 
v3373  2 Arbortech brick saws MA0283876 
v3374  3 Makita angle grinders 130190N0114 
v3375  Hilti TE80 breaker MA0424429 
v3376  Hilti TE80 breaker MA0117575 
v3377  Hilti TE80 breaker MA1148428 
v3378  2 Hilti breakers, TE80 & TE700 MA0156267 
v3379  Hilti TE1000 breaker MA0135847 
v3380  Hilti TE76P breaker MA0133442 
v3381  Hilti TE706 breaker MA0115077 
v3382  Hilti TE50 breaker 110180011 
v3383  4 Hilti breakers MA0113529 
v3384  Hilti DD100 diamond drill MA0253537 
v3385  Hilti DDVPU01 vacuum pump MA0237823 
v3386  2 Hilti & 1 Milwaukee drill  MA0122707 
v3387  Hilti DX460 nail gun  080622421030 



v3388  Hilti TE6A36 cordless drill  MA0424212 
v3389  Milwaukee HD18CS circular saw  D081068618CS 
v3390  2 Milwaukee HD18HX cordless hammer drills  C1100138018HX 
v3391  Milwaukee 500 breaker  MA1148506 
v3392  Milwaukee 500 breaker  C1222740545 
v3393  Milwaukee 750 breaker D04000136750 
v3394  Milwaukee 750 breaker  MA1137497 
v3395  Milwaukee 750 breaker  C0436227750 
v3396  5 Milwaukee reciprocating saws  D1200189SSD1D 
v3397  3 Milwaukee breakers  B0800700PLH32 
v3398  2 Milwaukee 32 breakers D1000507PLH32 
v3399  Milwaukee jig saw and circular saw  MA1267976 
v3400  Capco curing tank  MA0393820 
v3401  Belle power float MA0207246 
v3402  Belle power float MA1140873 
v3403  Mace Shifta Bumpa hoist MA0194993 
v3404  Stephill 10kva transformer  MA1297594 
v3405  Stephill SSD6000 generator MA11330804 
v3406  Pramac 6kva diesel generator  MA1106550 
v3407  Pramac 6kva diesel generator  MA0353411 
v3408  Pramac 6kva diesel generator  MA1039760 
v3409  Pramac 6kva diesel generator MA0333128 
v3410  Site box  081830436029 
v3411  Site box   MA1248429 
v3412  Tripod for manhole A113050 
v3413  Beam roller and 1 end  A116846B 
v3414  2 pallet trucks  MA1228020 
v3415  3 pallet trucks MA1299328 
v3416  3 pallet trucks MA1228020 
v3417  Ugo podium  MA0161821 
v3418  Pallet of lights 
v3419  Pallet of lights 
v3420  Pallet of lights 
v3421  Pallet of lights 
v3422  Pallet of lights 
v3423  4 Blakley fuse boards  HM5333 
v3424  3 Blakley fuse boards HM5771 
v3425  3 Blakley fuse boards MA0429966 
v3426  Blakley electric control box  HM12611 
v3427  Pallet of ground anchors  D111223 
v3428  2 mixer drums 
v3429  2 mixer drums 
v3430  Plaster board hoist  SPLL0001 
v3431  Manhole lifter 
v3432  2 cable reel stands  A150147 
v3433  Counterbalance crane F103683 
v3434  Counterbalance crane C110181 
v3435  Counterbalance crane C106981 
v3436  Blakley welding bank  782914 
v3437  Petrol brick saw MA1006210 



v3438  Petrol brick saw MA1006204 
v3439  Large quantity of hi frequency pokers  MA0266436 
v3440  20 tonne twin bar girder trolley MA1367133 
v3441  Cembre rail clipping tool  MA0149590 
v3442  Cembre rail clipping tool   MA09AF5806 
v3443  2 Easylift 500kg tripods  MA0404559 
v3444  Tekno rocket diesel weldergen  MA1287658 
v3445  Husqvarna FS400LV road saw  MA1297774 
v3446  Husqvarna FS410D road saw  CR005574 
v3447  El Bjorn TF 18EL drying fan MA1265483 
v3448  El Bjorn TF 18EL drying fan MA1265485 
v3449  Hilta water pump  MA1222957 
 

SALE NOTES 
 
VIEWING:  at Thimbleby & Shorland Plant Yard 
Great Knollys Street, 
Reading RG1 7HU 
 
9.30 am – 4pm on Tuesday 17th  and Wednesday 18th September 2019 
and 8am – 12 noon on Thursday 19th September 2019  
Wifi is available for those wanting to bid from site.  
 
BIDDING: Starts at 8am on Wednesday 18th and closes from 12 noon on Thursday 19th 
September 2019. 
 
The closing time of each batch of 6 lots will be staggered by 1 minute. If a bid is made on any 
lot during the final five minutes the bidding time of that lot will automatically be extended for 
a further five minutes. 
 
DEPOSIT: £500 deposit will be taken from all bidders on registering for this auction at 
www.bid.tsauction.co.uk  
The deposit can be taken from a debit or credit card  
 
Please note that we will not accept a credit card to settle the balance of an invoice. 
Deposits from unsuccessful bidders will be refunded in full the day following the auction.  
(The auctioneers will not be held responsible for any deficit in deposit refunds as a result of exchange rate fluctuations.)   
 
Deposits will be retained by the auctioneer should any purchaser default on payment. 
Signups for this auction are provisional and subject to the approval of the auctioneer who 
will notify bidders by email. 
 
BUYERS PREMIUM: There will be a buyers’ premium of 11% plus VAT added to the hammer 
price of all lots. 
 
VAT: All lots will be subject to the addition of VAT at the standard rate. 
 
DESCRIPTIONS:  All lots have been described to the best of our ability from information 
supplied.  No liability whatsoever is undertaken in respect of faults, deficiencies and errors 
of description either oral or printed.  There are some new & unused tools and also some lots 
that will be only suitable for spares. ALL LOTS ARE SOLD AS SEEN WITHOUT WARRANTY 
and are available for inspection prior to sale.  
Prospective purchasers should be aware that there are no EU certificates of conformity 
available. 
 

http://www.bid.tsauction.co.uk/
http://www.bid.tsauction.co.uk/


Any lifting equipment is sold on the understanding that it does not have any current LOLER 
certificates or similar and purchasers are responsible to test prior to use.  
 
All lots are sold on the understanding that they are for spares or repair only without any 
warranty. We strongly recommend that you view before bidding. 
 
INVOICES: will be sent to successful purchasers by email on Thursday 19th September 
2019. No sale is confirmed until an invoice has been issued. 
Please note that all lots remain at the risk of the buyer from the fall of the hammer and it is 
strongly advised to effect insurance immediately. 
 
All lots should be paid for immediately and removed from site by 4pm on Wednesday 25th 
September 2019 
 
PAYMENT METHODS:  Cash (see notes below), bank transfer, debit card. 
We do not accept credit cards. 
Payment:  Our bank details are – National Westminster Bank, sort code 60:17:21, account 
number 95544070.  IBAN no  GB 66 NWBK 60172195544070, BIC code NWBKGB 2L 
 
Payment in Cash: In order to comply with money laundering regulations we will not accept 
payments in cash exceeding £9,000.  Cash payments in excess of £4,000 must be 
accompanied by valid proof of identity ie passport/driving licence, supported by 2 utility bills, 
bank statement or equivalent.  Cash payments via your bank will no longer be permitted.   
 
The Auctioneers will only accept payment from and permit removal of goods purchased by 
the successful purchased or their duly appointed agent.  No lots will be transferred to third 
party invoices after the auction. 
 For the avoidance of doubt please note that this auction will be conducted in British pounds. 
 
EU CONFORMITY – Purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of equipment for 
export markets and the auctioneers accept no liability in any respect whatsoever.  Certificates 
of Conformity are not supplied with equipment but in most cases will be available from the 
manufacturer. 
 

OVERSEAS PURCHASERS 
They should ensure that the country of destination has no import or currency restrictions on the 
goods they wish to purchase.  Our normal terms of business otherwise apply and payment is 
due in full on the day of sale.   
 

VAT 
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL EXPORT BUYERS 

(APPLICABLE TO BOTH EC AND NON-EC CUSTOMERS ALIKE) 
VAT WILL BE CHARGED IN FULL 

This will only be refunded on receipt of valid proof of exportation (bill of lading) in 
compliance with H. M. Customs and Excise Notice 703 paragraph 3.5. To be valid the 
goods must be exported within three months of the date of sale and valid proof 
thereof must be provided within the same time limit 
 
 For full conditions of sale please visit www.tsauction.co.uk 
 Richard Dance                                                                    
richard@tsauction.co.uk                                                 
+44 (0) 7802 462050  
 
 

 

http://www.tsauction.co.uk/
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CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR ON-LINE AUCTIONS & TENDERS 

1. At the fall of the hammer, closing of the tender sale or the on-line lot closing time, the highest acceptable bid 
for each lot shall be the Purchaser and, in the event of any dispute, the Auctioneers shall have absolute discretion to 
settle such dispute. 
2. All lots are put up for sale subject to any reserve price placed by the Vendors 
3. All intending bidders at on-line or tender sales must register with the Auctioneers prior to placing a bid. All 
intending bidders must make prior arrangements regarding method of payment before attending or participating in a 
sale. 
4. No lot or lots shall be removed from the premises until paid for, but each and every lot shall immediately at 
the fall of the hammer be considered as delivered and be and remain in every respect at the absolute risk of the 
respective Purchaser or Purchasers thereof, and shall be removed at the Purchaser's expense after the conclusion of 
the Sale and taken with all faults or errors of description. 
5. The Auctioneers act only as agents for the Vendor(s) and are not responsible for any default by either Vendor(s) 
or Purchaser. In particular, they shall not be liable to pay the Vendor until payment is received from the Purchaser. 
6. No undertaking of the Auctioneers or their employees to take charge of any lots after the sale or to forward 
them to their destination shall be held to impose upon the Auctioneers any legal obligation or vitiate any of the 
foregoing conditions. 
7. In all cases of transfer the original Purchaser shall be held responsible for the purchase money. 
8. The Auctioneers have described the lots to the best of their ability and belief, but any statement made either 
in advertisements, catalogues, on-line description, photograph or other publicity are those of opinion only and are made 
without responsibility and shall not give rise to any action in law for damages or compensation or rescission of sale by 
a purchaser against the Vendor, the Auctioneers or their employees. All electrical or mechanical items are sold as un-
tested, without warranties or any guarantees as to serviceability, working order or fit for purpose. 
9. Many lots offered for sale on-line are by reason of age or nature, not in first class condition. Some descriptions 
may refer to damage or restoration but the omission of such a statement does not imply that a lot may be free of 
damage or has been restored. Therefore all purchasers must satisfy themselves by physical inspection prior to making 
a bid as to the origin, authenticity, quality, quantity, weight, size and general description of each lot as all lots are sold 
“as seen” with all faults whether declared or not. 
10. The Auctioneers accept no responsibility in connection with the commissioning of their staff to bid for any lots. 
Reserves and commissions given verbally or by telephone are accepted at the sender's risk and must be confirmed in 
writing before the Sale. 
11. THIRD PARTY LIABILITY. All persons attending the sale or viewing whether it be at the Auctioneers’ premises or 
other place, before, during or after the Sale shall be deemed to be at their own risk and with notice of the condition of 
the premises and of the method of arranging lots and shall have no claim against the Auctioneers nor their principals in 
respect of any injury or accident which may occur from any cause whatsoever including postponement or cancellation 
of the sale. 
12. If any Purchaser shall fail to comply with the above conditions or any of them, the Auctioneers shall be at liberty 
to recover in full the amount of the purchase money of the lot or lots bought by such Purchaser together with all interest, 
costs, charges and expenses, without reference to any delivery or acceptance of the lot or lots, other than the first 
delivery by the fall of the hammer, or to resell any lot or lots bought by such Purchasers, either by public or private sale, 
and the full amount of the purchase money at the present sale, or the deficiency (if any) arising from the second sale, 
together with all interest, costs, charges and expenses, shall be made good by the defaulter and be recoverable as and 
for liquidated damages. 
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